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“IF YOU TAKE YOUR COUNTRY INTO CONSIDERATION, WHICH OF THE THREE 

KEMALIST REFORMS WOULD BE UNAVOIDABLE AND WHY?” im from somalia a 

country that has been war torn for quite a while and it all started from a 

reformist dictator known as 'ciyad barre' whos rein was from 21 October 1969 

– 26 January 1991. he came to power after he took over by force using the 

military. his downfall came after many tribes that were being descriminated by 

him came togeher and took him down. in general the public were not very 

happy with his secular reformations wich lead to many islamic extremists group 

rising such as 'al-shabab', such terrrorist groups are being funded by the united 

states , wich shows how imperialist nations take advatige of situations to cause 

more destruction that could possibly delay the uprising of that country wich is 

good for imperialist nations because they will have less competition in the 

future, as well as the benefit of getting away with things without sanctions. so 

with this eventhough i beleive that secularism would benefit many other 

countries, considering the demographic of somalia today , i dont beleive it will 

bring benefit to modern day somalia, and could possibly cause more war. 

However, one of the kemalist reforms i beleive is unavoidable and would 

benefit somalia in many ways would be removing the classical systems and 

creating a multi party system. i prime idea of a classical system that should be 

removed is tribes/tribalism. despite many reasons the state of somalia has 

failed i beleive one of the biggest causes is tribalism.tribalism has a existed a 

long time before ciyad barre's attempted reformation however he greatly 

worsened it. one clear problem was that 'ciyad barre' was from the clan called 

'darood' and there put all the people from his clan in higher jobs such as ; 

mp's,doctors,mayors,generals. the 'darood' clan are the largest clan in somalia 

and had the best treatment. whereas the tribe that makes up the norther reigin 

of somalia knnown as 'isaaq' were genocided, hundred of thousands of 'isaaq's 

lost their lives under the reign of 'ciyad barre'. This tension between the two 

tribes have resulted in the illegitimate state of 'somali-land' seeking 

independance.i personally believe that 'classical stucture' can be dissipated by 

creating a 'multi-party' system where people from each tribe are put in an 

equally high position of power where they all have restricted and limited 

millitary controll to each representative in order to prevent another revolution. 

over all i believe that in order for somalia to become a successfull state it is 

unavoidable that they adopt the kemalist reforms of; removing classical 

systems and creating a multi-party system. Another one of the kemalist 

reformations i believe are unavoidable and crutal for the survival of somalia is 

creating a Constitutional Republic. eventhough many may see somalia as a 



constitutional republic it's not. the current president 'mohammed abdullahi 

farmajo' is currently over-staying his presidencey. This is not ok and a peoples 

system need's to be implemented, such that over-staying your presedency will 

have legal precutions. overall the point im trying to make is that by creating a 

secure constatutional republic, we are returning power/decision making back 

to the people who it belongs to. i do also believe that it is unavoidable that new 

modernist structures are implemented. systems that make working 

unavoidable in order to boost the economy , however not too harsh so that the 

people do not rebell against it. other mordernist structures that should be 

implaced are new education systems that are free. somlia has one of the 

lowest literate rate in the world and being able to get a free education would 

be a huge step forward in creating a new , more able society that would be able 

to fulfil job positions that people were previously incapable of.another 

moernist system that is unavoidable is 'modern high-speed transport systems'. 

the reason for this is because somalia has some of the worst/slowest transpot 

systems that are incapable of carrying a large load. supplies and humans are 

not the only things that are in need of better transport systems . somalia is one 

of the countries with the least water/electricity access, creating power lines 

and a huge water system would be a huge benefit for all. however all these 

new mordernist systems that i have stated would require a laarge some of 

money, the best plan of action of paying would be increasing taxes and creating 

an almost communitist society(only temporary). this is how i beleive kemalist 

modernist systems should be applied.all in all i beleive that many of kemalist 

reformations are unvoidable to save somalia and wuld play a huge benefit to its 

society as will as the somali economy, i truly believe that if a man mustafa 

kemal was took controll of somalia, insted of these fake presidents that are 

puppets of imperialist nation, somalia would become peacefull in no time. Even 

today many somalis are aware of mustafa kemal and his reformist ideas, and 

they look up to him for his great work for turkey also his strong picture as the 

lead rebell against imperialist nations. however it is not only my country that is 

in need of kemalist reformations. nations that are in need of kemalist 

reformations: -syria,under the hands of,russia, america, uk... -iraq,under the 

hands of , usa,canada,france -east turkistan(unnoficial country(uighers)), under 

china's c.c.p -palestein, under the hands of isreal/usa one thing many of this 

nations have in common is that they are a muslim majoirty, so naturaly they 

look upto attaturk, and believe that they are going to survive in one of two 

ways; join together under a khilafah however they cant do that because of the 

way goverment systems work today. so the only other option is to work among 



their own nation and unite their people and reform their contry the kemalist 

way, until they are finally strong enough to fight against their imperial 

opressors. in conclusion i beleive that no matter what religion or race a country 

may be, there is no under-developed country that require kemalism 

reformation and it is unavoidable if they want to rise as a nation. the impact , 

mustafa kemal had on this world will live on forever. "A nation which makes 

the final sacrifice for life and freedom does not get beaten." -mustafa 

kemal,1881-1938 


